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Renewable Wisdom Trails 
Natural Science of Oral Teachings 

 

Course 02: “Fire in the Womb” 

Commitment: 12 classes - 2 hrs. each - plus one additional field trip 

Course Abstract 

Theory: Based upon a twinning cosmology; discovery and development of renewable wisdom 
for daily relatedness and communications. 

Working Hypothesis: Teaching and removal of limited imprints will connect to Nature’s 
consciousness and decrease consumption of earthly resources thus reducing human effects on 
climate changes.  

Dates: Starts January 9th and meets every Tuesday for 13 weeks ending April 3rd, 2018. 
(Twelfth week would be a weekend field trip to be determined) 

Description: The second course will make a pass through the Renewal Wisdom Trail’s twinning 
cosmology with special emphasis on the fires of Stars and Suns designated by the numbers 11/1. 
We will gather seeds (intentions) and plant the qualities of awareness and presence.  These 
qualities are characterized by the consciousness inside and outside a body. The body refers to 
any host form that contains properties. Examples are human, animal, plant, mineral, Earth, Sun 
and so on.  

The first course in the series was an introductory orientation to the Renewal Wisdom Trails 
cosmology, with a focus on the Zero and twinning numbers and qualities. Course 2 takes the 
class into the study and work of how to discover the whole cosmology within each section of the 
Turtles Shell.  Private tutoring of course one via study booklet, audio tape review and monetary 
exchange allows new students to take both course one and two concurrently. 

It is possible that this course could qualify as theology course and credit hours. 

Course 02 Instructor: Guy Gilleshammer aka Lone Eagle 

Medium: Phone conferences and homework assignments plus audio recordings. 

Cost:   $480 for classes/audio recordings 
             + additional fee for field trip to be determined during class  
(2 open positions available for assistant/coaching/tutoring, contact to express interest)  
 
To RSVP or for more information contact either  Dreamweaver@BraidedTraditions.com  , 
TwoEaglesAstrology@gmail.com , or  GuyEagle54@gmail.com 
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